Interplay between superconductivity, spin-orbit coupling and magnetic field can lead to realisation of the topologically non-trivial states which in finite one dimensional nanowires are manifested by emergence of a pair of zero-energy Majorana bound states. On the other hand, in two dimensional systems spin current contributed by the edge states might appear. We investigate novel properties of the bound states in a system of mixed dimensionality, composed of onedimensional nanowire connected with two-dimensional plaquette. This setup could be patterned epitaxially, e.g. using heterostructure analogous to what has been reported recently by F. Nichele et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 136803 (2017). We study this system, assuming either its part or the entire structure to be in topologically non-trivial superconducting state. Our results predict delocalisation of the Majorana modes, upon leaking from the nanowire to the nanocluster with some tendency towards its corners.
Introduction. -Recent nanotechnological progress allows for fabrication of artificial nanostructures [1] , where one can observe unique quantum phenomena and appearance of new states of matter [2] . Among other prominent examples there are Majorana bound states (MBS) realised in quasi-one-dimensional structures, like e.g. semiconducting-superconducting hybrid nanowire [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] or nanochains of magnetic atoms deposited on superconducting surface [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . MBS are characterised by particle-antiparticle indistinguishability and their nonAbelian statistics [17] makes them promising for realisation of the topological quantum computing [18, 19] .
The proximity-induced superconductivity with the external magnetic field and the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) drives a transition from the topologically trivial to nontrivial state [20] . It occurs above some critical value of the magnetic field h c , dependent on a magnitude of the SOC and dimensionality of the system [21] [22] [23] . This is manifested spectroscopically by a coalescence of a pair of the Andreev (finite-energy) bound states into the Majorana (zero-energy) quasiparticles [24, 25] .
Emergence of the Majorana modes from the finiteenergy (Andreev) bound states has been also reported in hybrid structures, comprising the quantum dots side-attached to the topological superconducting nanowires [7] . The initial theoretical prediction of the MBS leakage on the quantum dot region [26] has been extensively investigated by various groups [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In these hybrid structures the Majorana wavefunction spreads on an interface region of the normal quantum dotsuperconducting nanowire [20, 24, 33, [36] [37] [38] , therefore intensity of the MBS is gradually smeared. The MBS leaks out from the superconducting (non-trivial) into the normal (trivial) section of the wire and this behaviour became a subject of the recent experimental and theoretical studies [39] .
Motivation. -Inherent feature of the MBS is their localisation at ends of the one-dimensional structures [40] . For quasi two-dimensional systems, however, there have been predicted the itinerant edge modes quasiparticles [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . This could allow for a delocalisation of the Majorana modes, both in the real and momentum spaces [32] . It has been shown, that realization of the MBS is not limited solely to systems with simple geometries [46, 47] . We take advantage of this fact and propose the setup of mixed dimensionality, comprising one-dimensional nanowire coupled to a two-dimensional plaquette. This situation is similar to the recently investigated nanostructures, where quasi-one-dimensional wires are attached to larger structures [8] . We study subgap spectrum of this system, focusing on the bound states and investigating profiles of the Majorana modes. The MBS, initially localised at the edges of nanowire, are expected to leak into the adjoined to plaquette. We discuss FIG. 1. Scheme of the hybrid structure, where a semiconducting Rashba nanowire (comprising Nw sites) is connected to 2D cluster (whose dimensions are Nx × Ny). This system is deposited on a surface of the superconducting substrate. such behaviour for representative chemical potentials of both constituents (which can be varied by electrostatic potentials), that affect topological nature of their superconducting phase. Our study could give an insight into non-local character of the Majorana quasiparticles.
Model and methods. -The nanostructure shown in Fig. 1 can be modeled by the real space Hamiltonian H = H kin + H sc + H soc . The first term describes the kinetic energy
iσ c jσ , where t denotes the hopping integral between nearestneighbor sites and c † iσ (c iσ ) describes creation (annihilation) operator on i-th site with spin σ. In general, the chemical potential µ i can be tuned in-situ applying some external gate voltage. For simplicity, however, we assume it to be constant over the entire 2D plaquette (∀ i∈2D µ i = µ 2d ) and in the 1D nanowire (∀ i∈w µ i = µ w ). We assume, that the magnetic field h is parallel to the wire and neglect any orbital effects [48] .
, accounts for the proximity induced on-site pairing, where ∆ is the uniform energy gap in the whole system. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is given by [49] [50] [51] [52] 
, where σ i is the i-th Pauli matrix and λ stands for the Rashba potential. Since the nanowire is oriented alongx axis, only the second part of SOC term survives.
We study our system by using the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) technique [technical details can be found in Supplemental Material (SM) [53] ]. Using this method we can obtain the single particle Green's function c iσ |c † iσ from which we determine the local density of states (LDOS), defined as
To characterize spatial profiles of the states in our system we introduce ξ inσ [54] , which describes a probability of the n-th state of a given spin σ to be located at i-th site.
Numerical results and discussion. -We study the system consisting of N = N x × N y + N w sites, comprising N x × N y sites in the 2D-plaquette and N w sites in the 1D-nanowire. In what follows, we impose ∆/t = 0.2 and λ/t = 0.15. In a homogeneous nanowire, the onsite electron pairing evolves in presence of the spinorbit coupling and the Zeeman effect into inter-site (pwave) superconducting phase [23, [55] [56] [57] . The topological phase emerges above the critical magnetic field h c = ∆ 2 + (−W ± µ) 2 [21] [22] [23] , where W is half of the bandwidth (equal to 2t and 4t for 1D and 2D system, respectively). Upon increasing the magnetic field h, we observe a closing of the superconducting gap at h c and a reopening of the topological gap. In 1D system, the zeroenergy MBS are localised near the ends of nanowire (see SM [58] ). Similar situation can be observed in 2D system (see SM [59] ), where the in-gap bound states localize near boundaries of the system as well.
Emergence of the MBS in the system can be described by the Z 2 index [60] . From the properties of this index, we know that the MBS can be realised only in the form of a one pair of zero-energy in-gap bound states, as far as the 1D nanowire system is concerned. Contrary to this, for the 2D system, we observe several in-gap states whose energies are different than zero. Strictly speaking, in the 2D systems we do not observe the localised Majorana states. Such situation is different, however, in the plaquette-nanowire hybrid system. Let us consider the case, when only part of the system is in the topological phase. This can be realised e.g. for the chemical potential µ 2D = µ w = −2t (Fig. 2) . For those parameters, the critical magnetic field of the 1D subsystem is h c = 0.2t. The spectrum for [ Fig. 2(a) ] shows a broad band of levels, originating from 1D and 2D regions of the system [cf. with Fig. S1 and S3 in SM]. Increase of the magnetic field leads to closing of the original gap at h = h c by the states associated with wire [e.g. Fig. 2(b) ]. Formally, for h > h c only the nanowire part is in the non-trivial topological phase. Additionally, we can observe emergence of one pair of the nearly-zeroenergy bound states associated with the 1D part of the system [ Fig. 2(e) ]. These states are localised at interface with the wire region and partly leak into the 2D plaquette part. Outside the topological gap, we observe eigenstates whose wavefunctions show a pronounced localization either in the wire or plaquette regions [cf. Fig. 2(b) -(d) and (f)]. Here, and in following figures, the gray area corresponds to a band, that would appear in the bulk system. The red (pink) dashed lines bound the region of (non-)trivial superconducting gap.
We now describe the results for the system, in which both 1D and 2D regions are in non-trivial topological phase. This situation can be achieved by fine-tuning the site-dependent chemical potential. For instance µ w = −2t and µ 2D = −4t yield transition to the topological phase of entire system at h c = 0.2t. Numerical results for this case are shown in Fig. 3 . Inspecting the low-est in-gap states for h > h c we observe their localization near the boundaries of the system, i.e. at the freestanding end of the nanowire (right-hand side of the system) and in corners of the plaquette. On the other hand, the states from the electron-band regions are nearly uniformly spread over the whole structure [ Fig. 3(f) ]. It is worth noting that both parts of the system have comparable topological gap. As a consequence of the existence of universal topological non-trivial state, every in-gap state is strongly localised at the edge of the system. The near-zero in-gap energy states present high localisation in the right hand end of the wire [ Fig. 3(d) ], while state initially localised at the left end [cf. Fig. 2(e) ] strongly leak to the 2D part of the system.
In comparison to the separate 2D system [cf. Fig. S3 in SM] the attached 1D fragment induces a pair of the degenerate zero-energy states. Their spatial distribution is displayed in Fig. 3(d) . As we clearly notice, these Majorana states are well localised only at the free standing end of the nanowire, whereas in the 2D region they appear predominantly in the corners of the plaquette. Contrary to the previous case [ie. Fig. 2(e) ] (caused by existence of the topological state in the entire 1D-2D regions), the MBS are strongly delocalized and redistributed. The other finite-energy states appear either near the wireplaquette boundary [see Fig. 3(c) and (e)] or at the edges of the plaquette [as could be seen also in the separate 2D system illustrated in Fig. S3 in SM].
Summary. -We have studied the hybrid system of a mixed dimensionality, comprising 1D nanowire and 2D plaquette, and have inspected its topological phase driven by the proximity-induced superconductivity combined with the spin-orbit coupling and the external magnetic field. We have considered two distinct situations when (i) only the nanowire or (ii) the entire setup is/are in topologically nontrivial superconducting phase. Computing numerically the quasiparticle spectrum, we have found that in the case (i) the zero-energy Majorana quasiparticles are localised near ends of the nanowire, whereas for the case (ii) one of them leaks into the plaquette region. Its spatial profile has revealed a tendency towards delocalisation. This effect could be detected with use of the scanning tunneling measurements, by appropriately designing the site-dependent electron energies via the external gate potentials. Here proposed hybrid structure (and similar ones) could open new perspective for studying the topological states in complex geometries of mixed or fractional dimensionalities and could shed some insight into itinerancy of the emerging Majorana modes.
where H ijσ = −tδ i,j − (µ i + σh)δ ij is the single-particle term, D ij = ∆δ ij refers to the superconducting gap, and S 
where we define
which describe the localization of the n-th state in i-th site by electron with spin σ [54] . Here θ(x) is the Heaviside step function.
B. Numerical results for components of hybrid structure
Here, we present results for the singular components of the hybrid structure -a separate 1D nanowire [ Fig. S1 ] and 2D plaquette in both topologically trivial [ Fig. S2 ] and non-trivial [ Fig. S3 ] form.
In Fig. S1 , for chosen magnetic field h = 0.35t > h c , whole system is in the non-trivial topological state (as ∀ i µ w = −2.0t). For specified eigenenergies we show the probability of localization of states for given site in the nanowire [panels As well as in main text, the greyed out area in all figures in supplementary material resembles a band, that would appear within the bulk of system of infinite size.
In Fig. S2 , plaquette is prepared in a way such that the trivial topological state is persistent, independently of applied magnetic field (∀ i µ i = −2.0t). As a consequence, there is no evidence of in-gap states.
In Fig. S3 , for chosen magnetic field h > h c , whole plaquette is in the non-trivial topological state as ∀ i µ i = −4.0t. States outside topological gap [panels (b)-(c)] show energy levels of bulk system before the transition to the topological state. Those states tend to uniform distribution of probability, with no sign of any edge phenomena. For states within topological gap [panels (d)-(g)], we observe bound state localisation near the boundaries of the system. Eigenstates closest to zero-energy level (d)-(e) show strong localization at the corners of the plaquette.
